History 319: The Age of the Crusades

Dr. Andrew E. Larsen
aelarsen@mac.com
Holton 386
Office hours by appointment

**Required Texts:**

[note: do not buy the 1st edition—the 2nd edition is quite different]. Reading assignments listed as ‘Riley-Smith’


[note: do not buy the 1st edition—the 2nd edition is quite different].

Reading assignments listed as ‘Allen’. Assignments are listed by item number, not page number

Scholarly articles posted on D2L

**Description:**

The Crusades have long fascinated people as a period in which medieval Christians set out to make war in the name of Christian love. The story of the Crusades is one of great battles, powerful personalities, and frustrating failures, all of which may be interesting to read about but which seem to be distantly removed from modern Western society. Yet as events of the last few years have demonstrated, the concept of Holy War is still very relevant to the world, and the anger aroused among Muslims when Pres. Bush referred to a “crusade against terrorism” shows that for some people, the Crusades are still directly relevant. This semester we will examine the broad history of crusading in the medieval period. Although this course will emphasize and focus on the crusades to the Holy Land, it will also spend some time looking at the other crusades fought by medieval Europeans. The course will also explore the development of scholarship on the Crusades, since the way that historians have understood the Crusades has changed enormously over time. Many of the most common ideas about the Crusades are in fact ideas that historians have disproven long ago, so an understanding of why these old ideas are no longer accepted is important to learning about the Crusades.

**Course Requirements and Grading:**

**Readings:** As an online course, this course will operate somewhat differently than a traditional in-class lecture course. Each week will have two topics assigned for it. For each topic, students should read the assigned readings in the order they are listed. Reading in a different order may leave students confused; lectures will sometimes make direct comments on the readings.
In general, to keep the lectures as short as possible, I will try to leave the basic narrating of the events to the assigned textbooks, except where I feel the textbook has left something out or needs expanding.

**Discussion:** In place of an in-class discussion, this course will use an online discussion forum hosted on Canvas. Each lecture is paired with a Discussion Topic that includes a list of questions (some questions will address previous readings). Each student will be required to make two (2) substantive posts in the Discussion forum each week, using the following rules:

1) Students will be divided into two groups, an Answering group and a Responding group (the two groups will flip each week, so that the group that Answers one week will Respond the next).

2) Students in the Answering group are required to post a substantive answer to one of the topic’s questions. They must post one (1) answer in each forum. Once a student has posted an answer to a particular question, other Answering students may not start a new thread on that same question, unless all of the questions have been Answered once, in which case a student may ‘recycle’ one of the questions. The purpose of this is to ensure that all of the questions get some discussion. Since these questions feed into things that will turn up on the exams, if the class consistently avoids certain issues (like how to read and analyze primary sources), students will struggle on the exam.

3) Students in the Responding group are required to post a response to someone else’s post (either an Answering or a Responding student). So Answering students initiate the discussion of each question, and Responding students continue it.

4) Once an Answer has been Responded to, any student in either group may continue the discussion of that thread. The goal here is to foster student discussion of the material. My job as instructor will be to nudge the discussion along with new questions or comments, as well as to correct mistakes or confusions that might turn up in the conversation.

5) Students who post twice a week will earn a C for the Discussion grade. Students who post more frequently or who make particularly substantive posts will earn a higher grade. A substantive comment might be something like “Bernard of Clairvaux’s *In Praise of the New Knighthood* is really making a strong distinction between worldly, non-religious knights and the Knights Templar. He clearly thinks that some violence is morally acceptable.” or “I don’t think Susan’s right when she said that Europeans regarded fighting in Spain as equal to fighting in the Holy Land. I think Europeans always saw Crusading to Jerusalem as being more valid than Crusading to parts of Europe.” Non-substantive comments include things like “John made a really good point. I totally agree.” or factual statements like “Well, the Battle of Hattin happened in 1193.” Non-substantive posts will not earn any Discussion credit.

Students should not be afraid of making mistakes in discussion or of pointing them out, since recognizing and discussing mistakes can be extremely valuable learning opportunities, but students are warned to keep discussions polite and civil.

6) Answers are due by Tues for the First Topic and Thurs by the Second Topic. (For the first week, this rule is not enforced, since students are just getting oriented.) Initial Responses are due by Wed and Fri. Discussion forums will close at midnight on Sun, at which point students cannot gain further credit for that week’s Discussions.
7) The purpose of this system is to generate an effective discussion of the material we are reading. Everything discussed in the Discussion forum is fair game for the exams, so students are expected to read these conversations and contribute to them. Some of the most important issues in the course will only become clear as we discuss them.

**Exams:** There will be two exams, a mid-term at the end of the 8th week and a final exam after the last week of class. Both exams will be take-home essay exams. Each exam will offer the student a choice of questions and the student will have to write a 3-4 page essay answering that question. Exams will be uploaded to the Canvas dropbox. Late exams **will not be accepted** unless the student can demonstrate a medical emergency, death of an immediate family member, or other extreme situation. Students who are concerned about deadline conflicts should contact me **before the deadline** to discuss the possibility of an extension. Extensions will not be given the day something is due, unless the student can document a serious emergency (such as hospitalization).

**Term Paper:** Each student will be required to write an 8-12 page term paper on some topic relevant to the subject of the Crusades. Students will choose the topic in consultation with me as explained in the Writing Assignment. This will involve submitting a 1-page Paper Proposal, which I will offer feedback on. Once approved, the student will write and submit the term paper. Unlike the exams, late term papers will be accepted, but with a grade penalty. Under no circumstances will a term paper be accepted after the last week of lectures.

Students are encouraged to submit both the paper proposal and the term paper itself before the due date. Once the proposal has been approved, the paper may be submitted at any time. Papers may **NOT be submitted until the proposal is due.**

The Short Paper, the Paper Proposal, and the Term Paper will all be explained in the Writing Assignment handout, posted on Canvas.

**Grading:** The final grade in the course will be based on the following distribution:

- First Exam: 25%
- Final Exam: 25%
- Short Paper: 10%
- Term Paper: 25%
- Discussion: 15%

**Important Dates:**

- 9-2  Class Begins
- 9-26  Short paper due (at 11:30pm)
- 10-17  Paper proposal due (at 11:30pm)
- 10-23  First exam made available
- 10-25  First exam due (at 11:30pm)
- 11-14  Term paper due (at 11:30pm)
- 12-13  Final exam made available
- 12-17  Final exam due (at 11:30pm)
Standard Policies

A listing of standard class policies for all UWM courses can be found at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/news_events/upload/Syllabus-Links.pdf. These include the policies on students called to active military duty, incompletes, discriminatory conduct, complaint procedures, and procedures to appeal grades.

Religious Observances

Students who feel they need special accommodation for religious issues should contact Dr. Larsen within the first three weeks of class to discuss any particular arrangements that need to be made, in accordance with university policy: http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/docs/other/S1.5.htm. The instructor will do his best to accommodate any religious needs (such as days off for religious observation), but the online nature of the course will hopefully give students the flexibility to work around any religious observations.

Students with Disabilities

Students who need special accommodation should contact Dr. Larsen within the first two weeks of class to discuss any particular arrangements that need to be made. They should also contact the Accessibility Resource Center at http://www4.uwm.edu/sac/SACltr.pdf.

Academic Misconduct

Academic misconduct, including plagiarism, is a very serious matter and will be pursued as aggressively as possible under university policies, available at http://uwm.edu/academicaffairs/facultystaff/policies/academic-misconduct/. Students who commit academic misconduct will, at a minimum, receive a 0 for the assignment in question and may receive harsher penalties, up to and including academic probation, suspension, or expulsion from the university. If a student is uncertain what constitutes plagiarism or other academic misconduct, she or he should speak with Dr. Larsen, who will be happy to help the student understand the issues and how to avoid academic misconduct.